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7 Must-Ask Questions in Any Negotiation
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By Eldonna Lewis-Fernandez

EXPERT OPINION: REAL ESTATE
A negotiation
is nothing
more than a
INSIGHT:
MARKETING
discussion through which both parties
seekOPINION
to formulate and settle upon a
mutually beneficial agreement, whether this
ITINERARY
agreement
is a multi-million dollar contract
or simply at which restaurant to meet for
ECO
dinner.
Our daily professional and personal
lives are riddled with negotiations, those
IMPACT
across
a boardroom table, the kitchen table
and everywhere in between.
CORRIDOR
83But,
what sets a successful negotiator –
one SPECIAL
who comes out
on top in deal-making
FOCUS
more often than not – apart from those who
struggle
to gain advantages? Of course, there
PHILANTHROPY
are numerous strategies one can employ
ECO/ENVIRO
to improve
his or her chances of emerging
victorious in a negotiation, and paramount
among these is asking just the right kind of
questions – those that will elicit answers that
facilitate a win for all parties involved.
With this in mind, here are seven “must
ask” questions in any negotiation to best
ensure a desirable outcome:

1

 ould you explain the reasons for
W
your position?

If you can’t clearly understand the
other party’s reasoning through simple
discussions, the best way to discern the
other party’s position and motivations on
deal points is to directly ask them their
rationale for what they are offering or
seeking. Once you know the other party’s
thought process and justifications, rather
than just the outcome they desire, you can
better adjust your strategy and response to
coincide with their position. For instance, in
a scenario where the other party is requiring
some advance payment that doesn’t sit well
with you, you might find out that they need
the funds at this initial juncture to fund
required material or other costs in order to
put the arrangement in motion. Once you
understand the logic behind requests and
demands relating to a deal structure, you are
better able to control discussions and create
agreeable terms.

2

Is there any reason you can’t?

This is a great question to ask when you
know the other party is avoiding or rejecting
your offer for no legitimate reason or not
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having thought it through well enough.
Sometimes people make shallow excuses for
why they can’t do something or shoot down
an idea with shortsighted objections. Most
often when the question is asked this way,
the other party has a hard time coming up
with truly legitimate reasons that effectually
negate your argument or offer. In instances
where the other party does happen to come
up with a viable objection, you now have
the opportunity to directly address, and
hopefully overcome, that objection with
sound reasoning of your own.

3

 hy do you think this is a fair and
W
reasonable term or condition?

A fair and reasonable term or condition,
such as a price, proposal or provision, can be
defined as what’s prudent under competitive
market conditions, given a reasonable
knowledge of the marketplace. Fair implies
a proper balance of conflicting or divided
interests; reasonable means not extreme or
excessive. So a fair and reasonable term or
condition is one that is balanced between
all parties and somewhat moderate. If you
are concerned about the reasonableness of
an offer, do some due diligence to research
comparables. Then ask the opposing party
this question to encourage them to define
and defend the reasonableness of their
requirement. This will help ensure you are
securing the best deal possible.

4

 hy is that point or provision
W
important?

Understanding the significance of a specific
point or provision is imperative, and can
even result in an adjustment of your own
position. The answer the other side provides
will allow you to fine tune your strategy
based on this key learning about their
critical priorities and values. Understanding,
acknowledging and validating the
significance of the opposing party’s requests
can not only help you recalibrate your
approach, but also create more of a team
atmosphere or affinity that builds a level of
trust at a faster pace.

5

 hat part of my proposal gives you
W
the most concern?

This can apply to a large contract

negotiation, a job offer or handling an issue
with a family member. Breaking an offer
down into individual elements or points
makes it easier to take things in small bitesize pieces versus one large chunk that, on
the whole, is causing kickback. Discussing
a proposal point-by-point, particularly
specific areas of utmost concern, allows
the parties to come to small fractional
agreements that may not otherwise
have been reached if you discussed the
arrangement as a whole. Dealing directly
with the most difficult deal points in triage
mode – from the most to least problematic
for the other side – shows you care. This
can get you past those sticking points and
greatly expedite the entire process.

6

 hat documentation or proof do
W
you have to validate your position?

You may have heard the adage “Trust but
Verify.” It’s important to know that what is
being presented is 100 percent factual. The
best way to determine authenticity is by
verifying the facts through documentation
that validates what is being presented. A
trusting nature will not serve you well in a
negotiation where decisions are being made
based on certain claims. It’s imperative to
secure documentation to back up applicable
assertions. And, while cliché, it’s often
true: If it sounds too good to be true, it
probably is. There is an important place for
skepticism in a negotiation in that it’ll fuel
your need for verification prior to officiating
an agreement or signing on the dotted
line. Once that ink is dry, undoing a deal,
however disingenuous, is far more difficult
and quite unpleasant.

7

What else do you think
I should know?

After you’ve asked all of the questions you
intended and can’t think of any other, but
you still want to ensure you have thoroughly
vetted the arrangement, asking this question
may induce some other points that you
haven’t uncovered or considered through
prior discussions and the negotiation
process. There could be something you don’t
know that, once revealed, might actually
change your way of thinking, what you are

seeking or the strategy you originally
INTRODUCING: INSIGHT
started with.
In
any negotiation,
however large or
WOMEN
OF INFLUENCE
small, direct communication with openINTEL:
EXPERT
OPINION
ended
questions
is vital. People
often
don’t
ask
such
questions
because
theyESTATE
fear
EXPERT OPINION: REAL
rejection or how they will be perceived.
MARKETING
EvenINSIGHT:
asking just these
seven powerful
questions above will help ensure that the
OPINION
agreement
you reach is not only in your best
interest, but also fair and reasonable for all
ITINERARY
involved. I95
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• 1% Cash-back earned on all
Business Debit Card purchases.
Other business checking accounts
and services available.

www.freedomfcu.org
800-440-4120
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Veteran negotiation and contracts expert Eldonna
Lewis-Fernandez, author of “Think Like a
Negotiator,” has over 30 years of experience
crafting deals both stateside and internationally,
many in excess of $100 million. She’s the CEO of
Dynamic Vision International and may be reached
at www.ThinkLikeANegotiator.com.

Federally insured by NCUA
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November 21, 2015 • 6:30-11:30 pm
Gala Dinner & Dancing Competition
To Benefit Center for the Arts
Maryland Golf & Country Clubs
1335 E. MacPhail Rd. Bel Air, MD
Live & Silent Auction • Top Shelf Open Bar
Sumptuous Dinner & Dessert
Performance by Maryland Ballet & Modern Dance School
The Dancing Competition • Black Tie Optional

Additional Performances:
$25 per performance

Dress Rehearsal: Friday, November 20 • 7 pm
Matinee: Saturday November 21 • 2 pm

Center
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www.harfordcfa.org
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